
 

        
Remember Thick Community  
True community is the vehicle God works through on Earth. From God’s original 
commandment to humankind, his covenant with a chosen people, his commission through 
his Son, it all is distilled down to a redeemed community of people producing his Kingdom 
on earth.  

God’s community must be thick. This is done primarily through building relationship, truth 
telling, and peace making. 

This is a lifelong commitment through any community, and it must be consistently 
championed and cultivated. The question is, “Is there more?” 

Why do we even focus our efforts on trusting one another instead of being suspicious?  In 
being honest conversations instead of hiding?  In engaging in the hard work of dialogue 
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instead of creating quite divisiveness? The Why behind this is probably more profound and 
will make a more lasting impact that we realize.  How we approach and treat one another, not 
just in times of tension and conflict, but also with intentionality and initiative, really matters in 
what we’re telling the world:  

  
Remember, if Community is the very instrument God wants to use to show the world who He 
is, living in Thick Community is tied very closely to how to be and make Disciples of Jesus, 
who will be a blessing to the nations, because we are living out our God-intended roles of 
being His image-bearers.   

Where do we lie as Thick Community today?  How are you living in Thick Community?  

(1: poor, 2: growth needed, 3: competent, 4: commendable, 5: exceptionally mature) 

What is the next level in developing Thick(er) Community  
But, Thick Community doesn’t just stop there.  The Why is even bigger than just having a 
tight-knit group that is great at conflict resolution.  If you read through each of the verses 
above, you’ll notice the following:  

Genesis 1:26-28: … fi ll the whole (or all of) the earth and subdue it.  Rule over … every (or 
all) living creature  
Genesis 12:1-3: … and in you all the families of the earth shall be blessed  
Matthew 28:18-20: … Go therefore and make disciples of all nations …  
John 13:34-36: … By this all people will know that you are my disciples …  

Commandment Genesis 1:26-28 We are God’s Image Bearers, therefore … 

Covenant Genesis 12:1-3 We are a Blessing to all the Nations, by … 

Commission Matthew 28:18-20 We are and make Disciples of Jesus, and we show this by …

Community John 13:34-36 We are known as Disciples of Jesus by loving one another 

1-5 Thick Community 

Relational Building: Trust vs Suspicion: when conflict/tension occurs, I choose to trust 
the other person instead of being suspicious of that person 

Truth Telling: Honestly vs Hiding: when conflict/tension occurs, I choose to speak 
honestly with grace and love to address it instead of withholding information or feelings 
from that person 

Peace Making: Dialogue vs Division: when conflict/tension occurs, I choose to invest 
in the other person and create environments of safe and freeing dialogue instead of 
breeding divisive and resentful thoughts and feelings about the other person 



God is a god of “all.” Throughout the entire narrative of Scripture, it’s never just about one 
person, one community, one nation, it is always about all. 

If a Kingdom community becomes too inward-focused, it becomes about us and not all. 

So, if a community is faithful to produce thick community, the next step is to come alongside 
other communities to help them produce the same, and then to become community with 
other communities. The goal is not to help other communities grow a thick rope, and then 
each community has all these rope-measuring contests.  

The goal is for each community to twine their ropes together - that’s the Kingdom. 

Getting Thick Together: 
Relational building: partnering with others for their benefit. Serving (not, “what’s in it for 
me).  
Truth telling: building the trust required (which takes time) with other communities, to be 
able to speak truth in love; and to receive truth in love.  
Peace making: honoring the relationship of communities over disagreements and disputes. 
While this is still new for us, we need to expect it. We will be able to make peace with other 
communities only if we are strong enough to make peace in our own community. 

Vision for Thick(er) Community  
Thicker community means that we’re on the look out for how we can more deeply connect 
with other communities.  And it takes being people who deeply value relational building, 
truth telling and peace making.  We’re already seeing what’s happening when Thick 
Community becomes Thicker, and here’s just a small snapshot:  

• Hanakehau Farm: Camille and Andre’s family partnership is a long-asked for prayer.  They 
teach us how to stay connected to the land, something that is pinnacle to the renewal of 
Hawaii, but we also share a bigger sense of connected community because of their 
partnership in return (has anyone seen Camille doing the work of like 10 people at Food for 
500?) 

• Pastoral Partnership: in 2020, we were able to partner in prayer with other church leaders 
who have a common heart for the Kingdom.  Through these times of openness and 
gratitude, wider communities have been built. Kahu Kenneth and Kawaiaha`o Church have 
been partnering with MKAO to provide both finances and storage space for easier logistics 
for Kaka`ako Kupuna.  Pastor Jared and C4 have been connecting us to the Food Bank every 
month since Food for 500 has begun, always providing much needed supplies right when 
we’ve needed it!  Jenny and the folks from The Vine, First Presbyterian, have volunteered as 
well!  All because a bunch of church leaders got together to pray once a quarter.   

• Lotta Love for Laundry Love: You can see it in the flyer - Our Kahuhipa partnering with 
Laundry Love partnering with Grace in Growlers with support from Target and the Ark and 
Local Boy Sushi - for storage needs, donation needs, food needs - all with one heart-felt 



need in mind - how to care for the house-less community in Kane`ohe?  Each connection 
leads to relational building that will undoubtedly produce more truth-telling and peace-
making opportunities!   

What would actually happen to Hawaii if we focused on Thick(er) Community?   

Thicker Community will lead to Redemptive Living.  And redemptive living means the 
flourishing of everyone and everything around us through sacrificial love.  Through Owners in 
MKAO becoming restored and reformed into the likeness of Christ, we grow into a 
community that seeks renewal in a way that connects other communities for the sake of 
renewal over and over again, until the culture at large experiences an awakening.  An 
overflow, from connected communities, that transforms the culture itself.  And a culture that is 



transformed because of self-giving, sacrificial love, that is for all people, all nations, all 
families, and the whole of Hawaii cannot help but reflect Jesus’ Kingdom here on earth.   

What number are you at in Thick Community - in relational building, truth telling, and 
peace making?  How do you know?   

When you think of Thick(er) Community in terms of the personal level of restoration 
and reformation, what are the pieces of broken identity and broken purpose in your 
own life?  How have they begun to align with a new identity and Kingdom purpose in 
Christ?   

What are some examples of Renewal you’ve experienced in and through MKAO or your 
own personal rhythm and how is it a fresh work and momentum of the Kingdom of 
God?  


